**Fall Semester 2019**

08/28 – Welcome: Introductions & Professional Issues

09/04 – STUDENTS ONLY: Tim Curran – Director of Graduate Education

09/11 – Lawrence Williams, CU Leeds School of Business: Meaning and Money Don’t Mix: The Link Between Meaningful Consumption and Frugality

09/18 – *AVAILABLE*

09/25 – Michael Breed, CU Ecology and Evolutionary Biology: Biological Perspectives on the Evolution of Social Behavior [https://www.colorado.edu/ebio/michael-d-breed](https://www.colorado.edu/ebio/michael-d-breed)

10/02 – Michael Ranney, UC Berkeley (CU Sabbatical in Spring): TBD

10/09 – Brooke Carter: Preparing an Industry Resume

10/16 – STUDENTS ONLY: Professional Development - Reviewing & Creating a JPSP (also - Person Memory & SESP: Toronto, ON, CA)

10/23 – Karl Hill: Collaborative Opportunities at CU’s Institute of Behavioral Science (also - NSF GRF Due on 10/24: [https://www.nsfgrfp.org/applicants/important_dates](https://www.nsfgrfp.org/applicants/important_dates))

10/30 – *AVAILABLE*

11/06 – *AVAILABLE*

11/13 – *AVAILABLE*

11/20 – *AVAILABLE*

11/27 – No Meeting: Fall Break

12/04 – Tiffany Ito: Social Resilience Job Search Update

12/11 – Final Meeting: Semester Recap
Spring Semester 2020

01/15 – [Currently Reserved for Social Job Search Candidate Discussion]
01/22 – [Currently Reserved for Social Job Search Candidate Discussion]
01/29 – [Currently Reserved for Social Job Search Candidate Discussion]
02/05 – [Currently Reserved for Social Job Search Candidate Discussion]
02/12 – *AVAILABLE*
02/19 – *AVAILABLE*
02/26 – No Meeting: SPSP (New Orleans, LA)
03/04 – *AVAILABLE*
03/11 – *AVAILABLE*
03/18 – *AVAILABLE*
03/25 – No Meeting: Spring Break
04/01 – *AVAILABLE*
04/08 – *AVAILABLE*
04/15 – *AVAILABLE*
04/22 – Abby Branch & Dani Grant: First Year Ekstrand Practice Talks (also - MPA: Chicago, IL)
04/29 – Final Meeting: Goodbye/Goodbreak “Party” (also - Ekstrand Mini-Convention: Boulder, CO)